COPENHAGEN

ATTRACTIONS

Walking Tour: Many companies offer but it is a city where it is nice to get a lay of the land. There are free tours and ones that come at a small cost!

Bike Tour: You can often rent from your hostel. There are more bikes than people in this city and it allows for fun and easy transport.

Nyhavn: Beautiful colored buildings and an iconic canal. Perfect place for your Copenhagen photo-op. The iconic sidewalk trampolines are also right around the corner along the water.

Christiania: Considered to be the alternative neighborhood of Copenhagen. It is a mix of galleries, music venues, cheap and organic eateries. Open to the public and companies run walking tours around this neighborhood as well.

The Round Tower: A tower that gives you 360 degree views of the city from the top.

Carlsberg Brewery Tour: Great if you love beer and even if you don’t!

Rosenborg Castle: Only open from 10am-2pm daily. It is a beautiful landmark and is still completely intact along with furniture and personal belongings still in the castle. There is a student discount. With the ticket you receive access to the Jewels and castle. Also allow time to walk the park, it is not very large but very pretty.

FOOD

Gasoline Grill: Rated one of the best burgers in the world, so definitely go! They also have great veggie burgers.

Mad & Caffe: Great brunch spot with small portions; bring people here when they visit.

Sticks n Sushi: Some of the freshest sushi out there but it is quite expensive.

Cocks & Cows: American food and burgers.

Paper Island: Similar to an indoor food hall with various vendors. Somewhat like Smorgasburg in Brooklyn. Have something for everyone here.

Glass Market: Smaller version of Paper Island but better to grab a quick snack– would not recommend for a meal.

Rajissimo: There are a few scattered around, awesome chocolate covered waffles, waffles on a stick, and churros

Bastard Cafe: Fun cafe with hundreds of board games. Even if you don’t get anything, definitely a cool vibe.

JEWISH ACTIVITIES

Grand Synagogue: Constructed in 1833

The Royal Library: Contains the Simonson Library which possesses interesting Judaica section

Freedom Museum: Contains a section devoted to the history of Nazi resistance and the Shoah

Jewish Museum of Copenhagen: Presents Jewish life in Denmark through 400 years
**Chabadenmark:** Lovely Chabad couple who host weekly Shabbat meals, festival engagement and student events throughout the year.

**Jewish Community Centre:** Community Rabbi and Rebbetzen host services held in the Synagogue every week which students are welcome to attend.

**Shir Hatzafon:** This is the progressive community which meets once a month.

**Jewish Tours Copenhagen:** Runs Jewish heritage tours around Copenhagen and Denmark. Special student and group deals!

**Kosher in Copenhagen:**
- **Gil’s Deli:** A long standing kosher food market
- **Kosher Restaurant:** Run by the Chabad couple